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"To deprive a man of his opinion is to rob
posterity and the existing generation. If it
be right, then they are deprived of exchanging error for truth. If it be wrong,
they are deprived of illuminating the impression of truth as it collides with error."
-JUSTICE

BRANDEIS

Hastings College of the Law
SAN FRANCISCO, CALIFORNIA

VOLUME 3, NUMBER 1

THE DEAN'S MESSAGE
To all members of the student body, the Faculty and Administrative officers
of the College extend a warm welcome and best wishes for the coming year.
Students who are returning as members of the Second and Third Year classes
will riss the familiar figure with a green eyeshade. Dean David E. Snodgrass,
the giiding genius of Hastings College of the Law for twenty-three years, died
during open heart surgery on July 10, 1963. To the First Year Class, and to
succeeding classes, he will be only a legendary figure, but his former students will
never forget his trenchant wit in and out of the classroom, and his complete
dedication to Hastings College of the Law.
For the first time the College has been compelled, through lack of space, to
turn away applicants who normally would have qualified for admission. While we
have not abandoned the theory that the college graduate with an average record
should be given an opportunity, it has been necessary to reject students whose
college records and LSAT scores placed them in the bottom 30 per cent of all
applicants. With a First Year class of nearly 500 students, and a total enrollment
of approximately 950 we have passed the previous attendance high of 915, set in
1949.
Inevitably, conditions will be somewhat less than ideal; while we have been
able to enlarge the library reading area, the student lounge will be woefully overcrowded, and lockers will be available for only half of the student body. These
conditions cannot be alleviated for at least two more years; in the meantime they
must be endured, with as much grace as possible.
To the members of the First Year Class I extend congratulations, commiseration
for the problems which lie ahead, and a brief word of warning. I quote from the.
April 18, 1963 issue of the Harvard Law Record:
"An average work week of more than 48 hours, with nearly two-thirds of the
class believing that they do not study 'enough' emerges as the pattern for first
year law students in the RECORD's time study poll."
Harvard Law School selects the top 25 per cent of their applicants; Hastings
has admitted the top 70 per cent. OUR SCHOLASTIC STANDARDSC HOWEVER,

DO NOT DIFFER.

ARTHUR M. SAMMIS
Acting Dean

FIRST YEAR ORIENTWATION
In view of the size of the incoming
class this year and the past mortality
rate, the Student Council in conjunction
with members of the Thurston Society
(the academic honorary society) will conduct an orientation p r o g r a m for the
benefit of the incoming first year students.
The primary reason for an orientation
program, Student Body President Chuck
Brandt explained, is to acquaint new
students with the various aspects of the
law school: the rules and regulations,
events and organizations on campus. Another equally important reason for an
orientation program is to give the new
student some helpful guidelines to the
study of law: how it differs from the
study of undei graduate college courses,
study hints, how to brief cases, and examinations techniques.
The program is scheduled for September 13th, and will be divided into a
morning and afternoon session. Each session will orient approximately one-half
of the new class. The program will begin
with a general assembly where the new
students will hear a message from Dean
Sammis and Chuck Brandt. After the
general assembly the session shall further
be divided into five workshops where student leaders shall take over their respective duties. The workshop scheme is designed to provide small groups in order
to encourage the students to ask questions and to generally take full advantage
of the information distributed and discussed by .the leaders.
Each workshop will be conducted by
two upper-classmen; one a member of
the Thurston Society and the other a
student council member. In general, the
Thurston member shall discuss the study
of law and the council member the rules,
events, activities and organizations at
Hastings.

Justice Peters Speaks
At Moot Court
The Moot Court Board and its faculty
advisor, Professor Roscoe Steffen, extend
their warm greetings to the new first
year class and the anticipated 240 participants who will take part in this
year's competition. Our Moot Court Program will be the largest ever at Hastings,
representing a 50 per cent increase in

ENROLLMENT RECORD ESTABLISHED AS
HASTINGS BEGINS ITS 86th YEAR
when the new, modern building at Hyde
As Hastings College of the Law opens
and McAllister was occupied.
its doors this fall to its 86th class it faces
Throughout this odyssey Hastings conthe beginning of a new era. The past
era ended with the death on July 10 of stantly strove for higher standards. In
Dean David E. Snodgrass, who guided May, 1901, it became a charter member
the College to new heights during the of the Association of American Law
past 23 years. The new era opens with Schools, the organization which has workHastings turning away otherwise quali- ed to maintain high standards for legal
fied applicants for the first time in its 86 education throughout the country.
In 1940 Hastings entered a new era
years. It opens also with an all-time
record enrollment of 950 students, and with the appointment of David E. Snodwith Dean Arthur M. Sammis at the grass as Dean. Dean Snodgrass propounded a revolutionary idea that a good teahelm.
cher's usefulness did not automatically
Hastings was founded by legislative
enactment on March 26, 1887. It is the end when he reached the age of 65 years.
Dean Snodgrass appointed 0. K. Mcoldest formal law school on the Pacific
Coast, and is closely identified with San Murray and Arthur M. Cathcart to the
teaching staff. This was the beginning
Francisco and its history.
When Hastings was founded, college of the now famous Sixty-Five Club, a
training for laywers was not well known group of the most eminent legal scholars,
or accepted on the Pacific Coast. Law- practicioners and jurists in America, all
yers received their training either at 65 years of age or over.
There have been many changes in
some eastern school or in the office of
some established lawyer. Despite consid- Hastings since its first beginnings in
erable opposition from those who felt that 1887, many of the most important coma college trained lawyer would not be ing in the last few years including the
well grounded in the fundamentals, the inauguration of the Hastings Law Journal, the move into the $1,750,000 buildRegents of the ten year old University
ing at Hyde and McAllister, and the
of California decided to add a law departinception of the Sixty-Five Club. The
ment to their institution and consulted
Judge S. C. Hastings for suggestions. future holds further change and growth.
Judge Hastings volunteered to plan this Last year the College building underwent physical expansion, adding more
law college and donate money for it.
The form and content of the curricu- office and library space, but the flood
lum of Hastings, even today, is largely of applicants for admission still necesattributable to the ideas of Professor J. N. sitated selectivity. Under the guiding
Pomeroy, who later became famous as a hand of Dean Sammis further growth
professor and writer on equity and mu- and improvement is anticipated.
The Voir Dire, beginning its third year
nicipal law. Going far beyond the requirements of most eastern law schools, of publication with this issue, wishes to
he insisted upon a three year program of welcome all first year students to the
study. He outlined a course of instruc- College, and to welcome back all returntion similar to that being developed at ing upperclassmen.
S.F. '64
Harvard Law School which has since
come to be known as "the case system."
The first Hastings class met on Monday, August 12, 1878, at the Hall of the Internship Modified to
Pioneers on Montgomery Street.
For
Legal Aid Clinic
Hastings was a step-child of California
The Legal Aid Clinic is a modified
seventy-five years following t h at day
internship program offered to third year
shunted from office building to office
building in San Francisco until 1953 students. The purpose of Legal Aid Clinic
is to help round out law school training
by complementing case study with pracexperience in handling the more
First Year Mortality Rate tical
common problems a novice lawyer enThe flunk out rate for first year students counters, e.g., the personal interview,
at Hastings is traditionally very high be- jury selection, etc.
cause of the broad admission policies,

the difficulty of the subject matter and
the academic excellence demanded. The
1962-63 first year class was about average, losing 30.6 percent of its members

JEROME MARKS
Moot Court Board Chairman
participants over last year's competition,
and hopefully the finest in the 86 year
history of the law school. The program
is designed to teach the rudiments of
appellate advocacy in b o t h the written
briefs and oral arguments. It is administered by the Moot Court Board composed of 15 third year students, chosen
largely on the basis of their individual
excellence as participants during the past
year's competition. The Board members
(Continuedon page 4)
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who failed to maintain the required 'C'
average.
In September, 1962, 460 first year
students registered. Throughout the year,

for various reasons, 74 withdrew from
school, and 386 took the final examinations. Of this number 268 or 69.4 percent
attained a weighted average of 70 ('C')

which is necessary to remain in school.
One hundred eighteen or 30.6 percent
failed.
James Smith attained the highest average for the first year class, while Al Con-

tarino moved from second to first place
in the second year. Richard Bryant was
number one man for the graduating third
year class.

To accomplish the above objective,
the student is required to observe, participate in, and report on the three areas
presently encompassed by the program.
These areas are the San Fr ancisco Legal

Aid Society, the San Francisco District
Attorney's Office, and the San Francisco Public Defender's Office.
At the Legal Aid Society, the student
actually interviews clients on his own
and becomes familiar with the problems

of handling clients face to face. At the
District Attorney's Office, the student
learns the general operation of the office
and observes a deputy conduct the prosecution of a case, and lends assistance
where possible. Also at the Public Defender's office, the student learns the
general operation and observes a deputy
conduct the defense of a case. The scope
of the program is not yet fixed and is

(Continued on page 5)
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The Editorial Viewpoint

DEAN SNODGRASS

. .

The Voir Dire begins its third year of publication with this issue, a crucial
year of its existence. The paper began on a $35 budget and was completely
hand set by staff members. This issue is on a $200 budget and the first to be
printed on letter press. The Voir Dire has come a long way typographically, but
the men who conceived it and put it together out of nothing have, for the most
part, graduated. This year the Voir Dire, with a depleted staff and more expenses,
needs, more than ever, student, administration and advertiser support.
The Voir Dire was conceived to overcome a lack of communication and
liaison among the student body, the student council and the administration. In
addition to serving the communication needs of the school, the Voir Dire attempts
to convey news of general interest to the student body, and present a certain
amount of legal writing of a higher and more academic nature. Any student who
has anything to say is welcome in Voir Dire columns. Material of general interest
interest written in a temperate vein will be printed, either as a letter to the editor
or as a feature article. News tips and stories are also welcome.
This year the staff is sadly depleted. A publication such as this requires
much time and effort on the part of the staff, and to avoid overloading a few
people to the detriment of their academic pursuits we urgently need new staff
members. Anyone interested in working on the Voir Dire is requested to contact
the editor or any other staff member. All that is required is interest and a
reasonable facility with English.
For the first time in more than twenty years the halls of Hastings College
of the Law will not see the familiar figure of Dean David E. Snodgrass, the
man in the eyeshade. The Dean was a colorful figure, a man of wit, humor and
fierce dedication to the law. We were fortunate to have had contact with a man
of his stature. We shall miss him.
The Voir Dire wishes to welcome all first year students to Hastings. We would
call particular attention to Dean Sammis' message printed herein. Heed well his
advice and warning. The study of law is difficult and challenging as well as
interesting and inspiring. The Law is a jealous mistress, however, and it has been
the experience of most successful law students that outside interests, social and
4
otherwise, must be temporarily put aside. The best of luck to you.
-

Editor -

PR ESI DENT'S M ES S AGk""bE
In behalf of the Associated Students I welcome you, the 86th class to enter
Hastings College of the Law. Further, I personally welcome you to Hastings
and extend at the outset the wish that your stay be an enlightening and active one.
The function of the Associated Students is to provide services to the student
body. These services range from social events to more academic and germane
enterprises. In addition to the above I hope to perform another service; liaison
between the student and the Administration. Hence, any practical and feasible
plan beneficial to the College will receive full consideration and support.
Student government at Hastings may appear trivial compared to similar
organizations at the undergraduate level. However, I assure you that student
government at Hastings has a definite place and will continue to be cognizant
of its responsibility as a representative organization. Let us analyze the activities
sponsored and financially assisted by this organization:
1. MOOT COURT: An appropriation is made each year to provide the moot
court board with funds necessary for a successful program. For example, dinner
is provided for the entire bench for each session which generally inludes a
member from the moot court board, a prominent San Francisco attorney and a
federal or state court judge.
2. VOIR DIRE: The Voir Dire plans an issue every six wveeks this coming
year. Student body funds, supplemented by income from advertising, finance the
paper. Expansion of the paper is contemplated to include an alumni news page
wvith the result that the entire paper would be mailed to Hastings alumni.
3. SOCIAL ACTIVITIES: In this area such things as dances, beer busts and
various athletic tournaments are planned and financially supported.
4. LAW FORUM: The expenses necessarily incurred in procuring many and
varied speakers for the Forum are appropriated from student body funds.
5. LOUNGE: The student lounge is maintained by student body funds. That
is, magazines, television, cards and chess boards are provided. The recent addition
of pictures of the "Sixty-Five Club" are a gift from the Associated Students.
6. USHERING: The expenses concerning the ushering program incurred in
providing us with an opportunity to view theatrical productions and concerts are
a part of the budget.
The budget is comprised solely of student body card fees.
It is my belief that the above is illustrative of the fact that student government
here has a function. Further, it is my belief that by proper communication with
the student body as a whole that expansion into other requested areas of service
is possible.

VOIR DIRE STAFF
Editor in Chief
Faculty AdvisorFeature EditorNews Editor

-George

S

--

--

Photographer

-

Staff Writers

--

Samuel I. Frizell
E. Osborne
Clayton L. Haupert Jr.
Walter Bornemeier
-

----

--

Jerome Marks
Greg Archbald

Barry Mierbach
Contributors-

--

-----------

Armon Cooper

Carl Fernandes, C. T. Brandt, Kay Harry
The Voir Dire is published periodically by the Associated Students of Hastings
College of the Law, 198 McAllister Street, San Francisco, California. Permission
is given for reproduction of any part of an article appearing herein provided that
credit is given to both the Voir Dire and the author of the article.

DIES JULY 10

Dean David Snodgrass died July 10 students, especially the first year students.
of this year, following open-heart surgery, During 1961, Dean Snodgrass told his
at the age of 68. He had earned an A.B. first year class in Contracts: "A man is
degree in 1917 and an LL.B. degree in going around town selling first year stu1921 from Harvard. He had engaged in dents a review course guaranteed to get
private practice in Northern California
you through your first year of law school.
Stick with your cases. That man flunked
from 1927 to 1936. He began part-time
teaching at Hastings in 1928. Since 1940, out of Hastings a few years ago, and it
he had been Dean and Isaias W. Hell- certainly hasn't got any easier in the
man Professor of Law at Hastings. He meantime."
Perhaps the most revealing glimpse of
had performed an impressive list of public services, both as an educator and as the teacher and the man can be seen in
a personal exchange on a particularly
a citizen.
The impression left by Dean Snodgrass thorny Contracts case. The Dean asked
a student: "Do you think this case was
in his 35 year connection with Hastings
is almost impossible to describe. Stu- properly decided, Mr. X? Mr. X: (drying
dents tend to view Hastings as we now his palms) "Do you want to know the
know it as if the school had simply Corbin or the Restatement view" The
"happened." One need not be long in Dean said, from under the ubiquitous
eyeshade: "I thought you knew me betattendance nor study the school's history very well to realize how much Hast- ter than that, Mr. X. I want to know
ings is a product of Dean Snodgrass' The Law."
striving for excellence. The most admirable qualities about the school, including the admissions policy, the physical plant, and our distinguished faculty,
to
have all come about under his leadership.
Situated in the heart of San Francisco's
But what a man has done is not the
man himself. One can know, understand, legal center, Hastings College of the
Law offers the law student the unique
and remember a man best by the impressions he leaves on other people. Typical daily opportunity of "walking across the
of the Dean was his reaction to the over- street" to court. Within two blocks one
crowded quarters at 515 Van Ness Ave- can visit the United States Ninth Circuit
Court of Appeals, the United States Disnue, where students sometimes fainted
for lack of oxygen. "If the air in the trict Court, as well as the State Supreme
zoo were as despicable as it is in this Court, State District Court of Appeals,
building, the Society for the Prevention Superior and Municipal Courts.
Taking advantage of this opportunity
of Cruelty to Animals would have broken
into the zoo and smashed its windows," to witness the law in action is an important step from the academic setting
he told state officials.
Part of a dean's job is advising his of the law into the practical realities
of litigation. Relatively few attornevs are
able to get this practical knowledge before taking their first job, but to the
Hastings law student, practical applicaAs Hastings faces a new year, one may tion of the law is somewhat commonplace
view the building expansion program with all the opportunities at hand.
from either of two poles. On the negative
The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals
side, it must be noted that in spite of the has been of particular interest to Hasheavy enrollment in this and recent years, tings' students because our Professor of
the school has gained no classroom space, Constitutional Law and Evidence, Judge
and is not likely to in the future. Struc- J. Warren Madden, is a part-time member
tural and soil conditions make addition of its bench and our popular assistant
of large-size classrooms impractical if not librarian, Paul O'Brien was its Clerk for
impossible.
57 years. The Federal Court of Appeals
It is far more heartening to compare and the Federal District Court are lowhat we now have with what we had cated in the United States Courthouse
rather than what we need. Four new and Postoffice Builing at Seventh and
faculty offices have been added onto the Mission Streets, as is the Referee in
fourth-floor level, above the library. Also Bankruptcy.
over the library are new faculty library
The California Supreme Court and the
facilities and a bo o k-processing work California District Court of Appeals are
area for the main library, the latter now located in the State Building and State
equipped with a small freight elevator. Building Annex situated ini the San Fran-.
F ro m the student's standpoint, the cisco Civic Center on McAllister Street.
greatest improvement was the addition The State Supreme Court sits in San
of space for 118 newv seats in the small Francisco only part of the year, also
reading room of the library. Before the sitting in Sacramento and Los Angeles.
expansion, the ratio of 267 library seats Some of the important state administrato over 820 students was painfully in- tive agencies which students can visit
adequate.
in the State Building Annex are the CorFuture building plans include excavaporations Commission and Public Utilities
tion beneath the present forecourt facing
Commission.
McAllister Street and a general relocaThe Municipal and Superior Courts
tion and expansion of student facilities of the City and County of San Francisco
in the basement. Student locker, lounge,
are located on the third and fourth floor
typing, seminar and activity rooms are alof the City Hall. All civil actions are
ready burdened at more than capacity.
tried at the City Hall Departments and
Dean Sammis estimates that none of all criminal actions are tried at the Hall
these projected plans for further construcof Justice at 850 Bryant Street.
tion can possibly be begun for two more
Although a daily visit to each of these
years, although he is the first to acknowl- various courts and commissions may not
edge the need for expansion. Further re- be practical, it is recommended that
the
modeling can only be studied and fi- student take advantage of this opportunnanced in relation to statewide plans for ity to familiarize himself with the
courts.
college construction.
For the present, students can only
GOOD MEALS VICTORIA CAFE
relax and appreciate the new facilities
and the cessation of noise, dirt, and
V. PETROFF
inconvenience involved in a building admrn
Proprietor
dition. One need now be neither halt
now
154 McAllister
nor lame to ride the elevator.
San Francisco 2, Calif.
Clay Haupert '64

Hastings Location Is
Handy

Building Exprtansion

Courts
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HASTINGS COLLEGE OF THE LAW

Hastings' policy of hiring only those
over sixty-five for full time teaching
positions has brought together what Dean
Roscoe Pound of Harvard called, "The
strongest law faculty in the country."
The faculty's collective experience cannot be matched by any other law school
in the nation and nearly every member
has authored casebooks and textbooks.
This year the Sixty-Five Club has
swelled its ranks to 18 members. The
addition of professors Powell, Blume,
Lattin, Breckenbridge and Dean Prosser
has made this year's faculty one of the
most eminent in history. Members of the
Sixty-Five Club are as follows:
JOHN S. BRADWAY
Although Professor Bradway has only
been at Hastings since 1960, he has already established himself in his specialty,
He was Professor of Law
Legal Aid.
and Director of the Legal Aid Clinic at
Duke University from 1931 to 1959. At
Hastings, Professor Bradway teaches Civil
Procedure, Legal Profession, and is Faculty Advisor of the highly successful Internship Program.
E. BRITTON
Professor Britton has had a distinguished career since he began teaching
law at the University of Illinois in 1916.
He is author or co-author of casebooks
WILLIAM

Too Young for 65 Club
Three members of the faculty are too
young to be members of the "Sixty-five
Club." They are Acting Dean Arthur
M. Sammis, Librarian David L. Moorte,
and Mr. Paul E. Anderson.
Dean Sammis received his LL.B. from
Hastings in 1939. Before coming to Hastings he had an extensive practice in
San Francisco and was Secretary of the
Committee of Bar Examiners. Prior to
this year he was Associate Dean and
Registrar and taught Community Property and Wills. Upon the death of Dean
David E. Snodgrass this year Dean Sammis was named Acting Dean of the
College.

on Business Law, Bills and Notes, Bankruptcy and Sales; he is sole author of a
popular text on Bills and Notes. He As
a past president of the Association of
American University Professors.
BROOKS

COX

This competent and adaptable man
is an electrical engineer, a retired army
officer and Professor of Law. A member
of the Army Reserve, Professor Cox
served on active duty in both World
Wars. He joined the Hastings faculty in
1946.
JUDSON A. CRANE
Dean Crane received his LL.B and
S.J.D. from Harvard, and in 1956, his
LL.D. from the University of Pittsburgh.
He took his A.B. at Brown in 1905. He
has been a Professor of Law at Pei
Y an g University in Tientsin, George
Washington University, and the University of Pittsburgh, where he was Dean
from 1942 to 1949. Dean Crane has published many volumes, including works
on Damages, Partnerships, and Corporations.
EVERETT FRASER

ROLLIN M. PERKINS

Professor Perkins, a nationally-known
authority on Criminal Law, holds a J.D.
degree from Stanford, and an S.J.D. degree from Harvard. As the author of a
casebook and textbook on his subject,
Professor Perkins has made his first year
course on Criminal Law and Procedure
a brilliantly structured experience for
his students. In addition to an impressive
list of publications to his credit, Professor Perkins has been director of Iowa
University Peace Ofifeers Short Course,
and acting Dean of Vanderbilt University Law School. He has been at Hastings
since 1957.
LEWIS M. SIMES

Professor Fraser has been at Hastings
since 1959. He took his LL.B. degree
from Harvard, and an LL.D. Degree
from the University of Minnesota, where
he was Professor and Dean for 28 years.
He is also a past Dean at George Washington University. Dean Fraser is the
author of casebooks on Real and Personal
Property, and, as Reporter to the American Law Institute, has made significant
contributions to the Restatements of
Property and Trusts. He teaches the
fundamental and highly intricate course
on Real Property.
W. GOBLE
Professor Goble came to Hastings in
1956 after a 35 year sojourn at the
University of Illinois. He received an
LL.D. degree from the University of
Indiana in 1956. Professor Goble's skill
and patience in the first year course in
Contracts has become legendary. He is
the author of casebooks on Insurance
and Contracts. He is a co-draftsman of
the Illinois Insurance Code and continues
his list of publications through his recent
contribution to the contracts section of
the Encyclopedia Britannica.

Professor Steffen has been at Hastings
since 1961 teaching Agency and Negotiable Instruments. He earned his
LL.B. degree from Yale, and later taught
at Yale and the University of Chicago.
He is the author of casebooks on Agency
a n d on Commercial a n d Investment
Paper, as well as various articles in legal
periodicals.

GEORGE

University Law School. He was also a

Mr. Moore has been Hastings Librarian
since 1960. Prior to this he worked as
Assistant Librarian at George Washington
University and Legal Reference Librarian
at New York University School of Law.
He taught Legal Bibiliography while it
was offered at Hastings.
Mr. Anderson holds A.B. and J.D.
degrees from the University of Michigan
He has practiced extensively in the fields
of state and federal taxation, and has
taught at Stanford and the University of
California. He has served as Special Assistant to Chief Counsel of the Bureau
of Internal Revenue and is the autheor
of a book entitled "Tax Planning of
Real Estate."

GEORGE E. OSBORNE

Professor Osborne came to Hastings
in 1958 after 35 years as Professor of
Law at Stanford. During and after World
War II he served various government
agencies as arbitrator and mediator. Professor Osborne is the author of casebooks on Property Security, Suretyship,
and a textbook on Mortgages. He has
LL.B. and S.J.D. degrees from Harvard.

The degrees held by Professor Simes
are asifposing as the authority of the
man himself. They include Ph.B. and
J.D. from the University of Chicago,
J.S.D. from Yale, and LL.D. from Southwestern College. Professor Simes has published casebooks and textbooks on various
facets of property law and is particularly
renowned for his work in Future Interests. He has served as advisor to the
American Law Institute for the Restatement of Property and has been at Hastings since 1959.

J. WARREN MADDEN
Judge Madden's qualifications to teach
the courses in Constitutional Law and
Evidence are evident. He holds a J.D.
degree from the University of Chicago,
has been a full professor since 1914, and
is a former Dean of the West Virginia

DEAN ARTHUR M. SAMMIS

eem

F

Sixty-fivOuEAdds

Judge of the United States Court of
Claims from 1941 to 1961 and was the
first Chairman of the National Labor
Relations Board, from 1935 to 1950. He
presently sits as needed on the United
States 9th Circuit Court of Appeals in
San Francisco. He is co-author of a
casebook on Domestic Relations, and

author of the Hornbook,
Domestic Relations.

Madden on

RUDOLPH H. NOTTELMAN
Professor Nottelmann holds an LL.B.
Degree from Yale, M.A. from Illinois
University, and an LL.D. degree from
the school where he did his undergraduate work, Monmouth College. le
has taught Law at the University of
Washington for nearly 35 years, as well
as History and Political Science earlier
in his career. During World War II he
acted as Compliance Commissioner for
the War Production Board.

RoSCOE

RICHARD

T. STEFFEN

R. B.

POWELL

Professor Powell, a noted authority
on property law, starts his first year at
Hastings this fall. He is Emeritus Professor of Law from Columbia University.
Professor Powell obtained his A.B. in
1911 from the University of Rochester
and then wvent on to obtain his M.A.,
LL.B. and LL.D. from Columbia University betwveen 1912 and 1954. Professor
Powell was made full Professor of Law
at Columbia in 1924. He brings a rich
background wvith him and is noted for
teaching in the fields of Property, Trusts,
Wills, Agency, and Future Interests. He
is author of Cases on Agency (1924),
Casebook on Future Interests (1937),
C a s e b o o k on Non-commercial Trusts
(1929), Casebook on Possessory Estates
(1930), Casebook on Trusts and Estates
(1933), Casebook on Trusts (1940),
Cases on Property (1942), Cases on
Trusts and Wills (1960), Real Property
Volume 1 (1949), Volume 2 (1950),
Volume 3 (1952), Volume 4 (1954),
Volume 5 (1956), Volume 6 (1958),
and Registration of the Title to Land
(1938). Professor Powell was also Reporter to the Property Restatement for
the American Law Institute from 1929 to
1944.
NORMAN

D.

LATTIN

Professor Lattin is a national authority
on Corporations and will begin his first
year at Hastings this September. He
obtained his A.B. in 1918 from Colby

PeTre

College and his J.D. in 1924 from the
University of Michigan. In 1931 he received his S.J.D. from Harvard. Professor Lattin practiced law in Michigan
from 1924 through 1925 and then began
teaching at Ohio State. He has also
taught as Professor of Law at Western

Reserve University, and New York University, was a Research Fellow at Harvard Law School and a visiting Professor
of Law it the University of Michigan,
Loyola University and the University of
California. Professor Lattin has taught
a wide variety of subjects including
Agen cy, Partnership, Bankruptcy, Domestic Relations, Quasi-Contracts, Insurance, Criminal Law, Chattel Transactions,
Restitution, Corporations, Torts and Finance. He is co-author with H. W. Ballantine of Cases and Materials on Corporations, and co-author with R. W. Jennings
of another book on the same subject. He
is also author of Lattin on Corporations
(1959) and Cases and Materials on Sales
(1947).
WILLIAM W. BLUME
Professor Blume is a specialist in Civil
Procedure and American Legal History.
He received his A.B. in 1929 from Texas
Christian University and his LL.B. and
S.J.D. from the University of Michigan.
le practiced law at Fort Worth and
Dallas, Texas from 1914 to 1917. Professor Blume became a Professor in the
Comparative Law School of China and
was Dean of the school from 1921 to
1927. He was later a professor of Law
at the University of Michigan. He was
Editor of Transactions of the Supreme
Court of the Territory of Michigan; Editor of Cases and Statutes on Pleading and
Joinder, Editor of Cases and Statutes on
Jurisdiction and Judgments, and author
of American Civil Procedure. This is
Professor Blume's first year at Hastings.
MILLARD BRECKENRIDGE

Professor Breckenridge is an expert
on Estate Planning and on Estate and
Gift Taxation. He obtained his Ph.B. in
1917 from the University of Chicago
and his LL.B. in 1918 from Yale. He has
been a professor of Law at State University of Iowa, Western Reserve University and the University of N o r t h
Carolina. Professor Breckenbridge h a s
taught Conflicts, Common-Law Pleadings, Municipal Corporations, Pr iv at e
Corporations, Public Service Companies,
Bankruptcy, Estate Planning, Corporate
Finance and Accounting, Agency, Bills
and Notes, Estate and Gift Taxation, and
Trade Regulation.
WILLIAM

L. PROSSERS

Dean Prosser is considered to be the
outstanding authority on Torts in the
United States today. He is an Elizabeth
Joselyn Boalt Professor of Law. He obtained his A.B. from Harvard in 1918,
his LL.B. from the University of Minnesota in 1928. In 1950 he received an
LL.D. from Williamette University. Dean
Prosser has practiced law at various times
in his career and has taught law at the
University of Minnesota, Harvard and
the University of California at Berkeley.
He was Dean of the Law School at
Berkeley, and has taught Sales, Torts,
Insurance, Damages, Domestic Relations,
Negotiable Instruments, Corporations, Pleading, Evidence, and Equity.
le is the author of Handbook of the Law
of Torts, Cases on Torts, The Judicial
Humorist and Selected Topics on the
Law of Torts. He was Reporter for the
Second Restatement of Torts and president of the Association of American Law
Schools in 1959. Both Dean Prosser and
Professor Breckenbridge have joined the
"65 Club" this year.
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MOOT COURT-

FRATERNITY NEWS

(Continued from page 1)
are Wallace Adams, Steven Abbott, Kellogg Chan, Anthony Craven, Steven Dobel, Phillip Harry, Clifton Jeffers, Jerome
Marks, Pierre Merle, Theodore Muegenburg, Jr., Michael Nave, Gary Sheerin,
R o b e r t Taggart, Donald Vanlue, and
James Walsh.
It has been the tradition of many
other law schools across the nation t(.
name their Moot Court Competition in
honor of former professors whose names
have been closely identified with both
academic excellence and the law school.
In keeping with this tradition, the Moot
Court Board, class of '64, has deemed
it most fitting and proper to formally
name the Moot Court Program at Hastings College of the Law to be perpetually known as the David E. Snodgrass
Competition, honoring Hastings' former
Dean for 22 years, who passed away
last summer. Official announcement of
the Competition's naming will take place
at the Moot Court Orientation Meeting
with participants on Tuesday, September
17th, at 2:40 P.M. in Classroom B. The
keynote speaker will be the Honorable
Raymond E. Peters, Associate Justice of
the Supreme Court of California who will
speak on "The Preparation and Writing
of Briefs on Appeal and the Art of Oral
Advocacy." Due to limitations in seating
it is requested that participants only
attend.
The Competition is designed on the
basis of two men firms. In order to
schedule the various cases to be argued
a master calendar will be posted on the
Moot Court Bulletin Board during the
first week of classes. Participants are
urged to select a partner at their earliest
convenience and sign up for the scheduled round that they prefer. Preference
will be given solely on a first-come,
first-served basis.
Each firm will be
assigned a statement of facts of a hypothetical case decided in the lower courts,
and after sides are selected, the firms
will submit to the court and opposing
counsel their respective written appelate
briefs. Approximately 35 days are allowed from the time of issuing the statement of facts until the Oral Argument.
The Oral Argument is the culmination
of each case. Here the participant is
given the opportunity to argue his case
before leading members of the State
and Federal Bench and Bar and Moot
Court Board members, who compose the
Bench of the Supreme Court of the State
of Hastings. These judges, attorneys,
and Board members will not only bear
and decide the case. but will also grade
both the briefs and oral arguments.
Oral Arguments will begin on October
28 and take place in the Moot Court
Room at 5:00 P.M. and 8:00 P.M. daily
thereafter, until December 13th. They
will each last approximately one and
one-half hours. At the beginning of the
Spring Semester, an Awards assembly
will be held and approximately the top
10 per cent will receive scholarships and
valuable lawbooks as prizes. Last year
over S700 in awards were given out
and it is hoped that this amount can
be increased to reflect the 50 per cent
increase in participants.. Grades of all
participants will also be posted at this
time.
All members of the second year class
with a grade average below 80 in their
first year courses are required to enter
the Competition. It is also open to those
second year classmen who have above
an 80 average in their first year classes
but do not elect to take Law Review.
In addition, members of the First
Year class may participate in the Program as bailiffs. Bailiffs are officers of
the Court who convene the oral argoment. They will be furnished the briefs

PHI DELTA PHI
Phi Delta Phi, the first national legal
fraternity, was founded in 1869 in Ann
Arbor, Michigan. The fraternity established professional ethics and intellectual
stature as its basic premises.
Subsequently thereto, 1883 to be exact,
Pomeroy Inn was founded at Hastings
College of the Law. This Inn derived its
name from an eminent member of the
first Hastings faculty. Ever since this
time our Inn at Hastings has maintained
and emulated the Phi Delta Phi tradition
of excellence and leadership in the legal
field. Among famous Phi Delta Phi's are
Holmes, Cardoz and Earl Warren.
Pomeroy Inn follows the leadership
of the national fraternity in stressing the
scholarly side of the law. In pursuance
of this purpose, we sponsor a seminar
course that meets weekly under the leadership of outstanding Phi Delta Phi students. This course begins in the spring
in order that first year students may
benefit from the experience of others in
confronting and attacking the problems
presented by a law school examination.
To be certain, ability to write a law
examination is important; however, this
is only one facet of the ever-widening
ramifications of the legal field. Pomeroy
Inn also stresses exposure to the profession itself. We arrange for speakers at
scheduled luncheons who represent many
facets of the living law. Annually, we
have our faculty banquet in honor of our
outstanding faculty.
Of course, never let it be denied that
one of the purposes of a fraternity is
s o c i a 1. Our fellowship includes s u c h
things as cocktail parties, dances, beer
busts with touch football or baseball,
joint parties with other Inns, a trip to
the wine country and other functions.
Last year an overnight trip was held in
the Russian River country.
We of Phi Delta Phi pride ourselves
in our well-rounded program and welcome all of you new students to Hastings
and to the threshold of a rewarding and
challenging career.
PHI ALPHA DELTA
In modern jargon PAD means home.
In legal terminology PAD is the nickname for Phi Alpha Delta, the world's
largest and most honored legal fraternity.
Its 86 active chapters are restricted to
law schools accredited by the American
Bar Association thus achieving a standard
held only by Phi Alpha Delta.
At Hastings, Temple Chapter of Phi
Alpha Delta is a leading and active
organization. In the true fraternal spirit
PAD forms a strong bond among the
members of the various classes; PAD
forges a permanent link between the
school and its former students; PAD
establishes a widespread opportunity for
the interchange of business, and at the
same time PAD promotes social and intellectual intercourse among its members.
Also available to Phi Alpha Delta
members are its student loan funds and
active internship program. PAD conducts
an orientation assembly for first year
students. Its social functions as well as
its renowned speaking program round out
PAD's activities.

on both sides of the case so that they
may better follow the arguments presented by counsel. There will be only
60 openings for bailiffs so it is suggested
that first year students sign up promptly
on October 1, when a sign-up sheet will
be posted on the Moot Court Bulletin
Board.
JEROME MARKS,
Moot Court Chairman

Part-Time Job Placement

Members of Hastings Faculty associated with Phi Alpha Delta include Dean
Arthur Sammis and Professors John Bradway, William B r i t t o n, and Warren
Madden.

DELTA THETA PHI
Traynor Senate of Delta Theta Phi,
the newest and smallest of the legal
fraternities at Hastings, extends greetings of welcome to hath new and returning students.
Continuing its primary function as a
service group, Delta Theta Phi intends
to expand its program of holding small,
weeklv seminars with first year students
during the coming school year. To participate in this program, interested first
year students can submit their names
at the first of several luncheon meetings
which will be announced at a later date,
or can contact Don Berger at the Law
journal office.
In addition to the seminar program.
Delta Theta Phi sponsors luncheon meetings throughout the school year at which
prominent members of the legal profes.
sion speak on subjects of inte est to law
students. Although actual membership in
Delta Theta Phi is restricted to students
who have successfully completed their
first year of law school, first year students
are invited to attend these luncheon
meetings and become acquainted with
the fraternity members. Through such
personal contact the members of Delta
Theta Phi hope to fulfill their aim of
helping to make the first year of law
school a more pleansant experience for
new students and to assure that future
members will continue the policy of
service to Hastings and its students.

The part-time employment service at
Hastings College of the Law originated
in the fall of 1961. This service is in conjunction with the California State Employment service, Youth and Student Office, and is available to all students enrolled at Hastings.
The Youth and Student Office has a
separate file for Hastings students seeking
part-time employment and gives them
preference through this program. The resuilts of the program have been very
good during its first two years.
The part-time placement service is now
housed at the headquarters of the Youth
and Student Office at 190 10th Street
in San Francisco. There part-time job
openings are received and developed, and
stideits desiring part-time employment
are registered.
There are special job promotion programs within the local area to solicit jobs
for in-school Hastings students. Special
brochuiires publicizing the part-time placement service and showing pictures of
Hastings students are mailed to prospective employers from time to time. The
Youth and Student Office also obtains
radio and FM commercials requesting
jobs expressly for Hastings students.
The program is facilitated by routing
jobs directly to the Youth and Student
Office; and registration for the program
is done there. To take advantage of this
service and register call Mrs. Anne Valdez, manager of the Youth and Student
Office, at PR 6-3850.
Liason for the program is maintained
by the Associated Students who appoint
a representative for that purpose. He may
be contacted at Room 201 for any further information.

Harrison Elected to the College of Trial Lawyers
Gregory A. Harrison, a Hastings graduate who wag admitted to the California Bar in 1920, was recently elected
to the American College of Trial Lawyers,
an honor limited to one per cent of
the attorneys in any state.
Harrison, of the well-known San Fran-

cisco firm Brobeck, Phleger and Harrison
was formally iducted as a Fellow of
the organization in ceremonies held
March 25 at the Flamingo Hotel in Las
Vegas, as part of the ninth annual spring
meeting of the College.

CA"L'FORNIA PRACT CE SERIES
CALIFORNIA TRIAL & APPELLATE PRACTICE
BY RAYMOND G. STANBURY
A COMPLETE PROCEDURAL GUIDE WHICH BEGINS WITH
THE INITIAL CONTACT WITH THE CLIENT AND EXTENDS
THROUGH TRIAL AND APPEAL.

CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE

MANUAL

BYJAMES P. McBAINE
NEW EDITION IN CONCISE TEXT STYLE WITH CITATIONS
TO CALIFORNIA CASE AND STATUTE AUTHORITY. THIS
CONVENIENTLY-SIZED, ONE-VOLUME MANUAL IS A
PRACTICAL AND RELIABLE GUIDE IN BOTH COURTROOM
AND OFFICE.

CALIFORNIA PROBATE COURT PRACTICE
BY HON. NEWCOMB CONDEE
FILLED WITH STEP-BY-STEP PROCEDURES TO BE
FOLLOWED IN EVERY PHASE OF PROBATE PRACTICE.
PRACTICAL FORMS IMPLEMENT THE PRACTICE STEPS
AND ARE INCLUDED, TOGETHER WITH COMPLETE
INSTRUCTIONS FOR THEIR USE.

CALIFORNIA PLEADING
BY CHADBOURNE, GROSSMAN AND VAN ALSTYNE
THE AUTHORITATIVE WORK ON THE TACTICS AND
STRATEGY OF PLEADING WITH THE HOW-TO-DO-IT
APPROACH FOR THE PRACTICING ATTORNEY.

SALES REPRESENTATIVE
CARLTON L. FELLMAN
275 BUSH STREET
SAN FRANCISCO 4, CALIF.
TEL.: DOUGLAS 2-0027

WEST PUBLISHING CO.

ST. PAUL 2, MINN.
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Hastings Wives Club
The Hastings Wives Club was organized in 1954 to provide a better understanding of the law school and the
part a law student's wife plays in their
joint endeavor.
At present one of the primary functions
of the organization is to raise money for
the HAW.C. Loan Fund in order to provide a means by which married second
and third year students may obtain interest-free loans in amounts up to $5100.00.
This loan fund is maintained by coffee and cake sales, an annual dance, a
bazaar and a barbecue. These events are
open to Hastings students.
Another phase of the Club is the social
meeting program which provides a source
of companionship as well as cultural opportunities. During the course of the
year Hastings professors, noted attorneys,
and business men and women speak at
the monthly meetings. A newsletter is
sent to all wives for whom an address is
available.
The Wives' Club Annual Fall Tea is
held at the beginning of the fall semester to welcome new students' wives and
introduce them to the faculty and their
wives, members of the club, and student
leaders.
It is hoped that all wives of Hastings
students will attend the Fall Tea, join
the IWC and participate in the many
activities planned for the forthcoming
year.
KAY HARRY
President, HWC

Ushering Program
The Ilastings ushering program exists
through the courtesy of the University
of California ushering chairwoman, Mrs.
R oa c h. Mrs. Roach arranges for all
ushering for the Berkeley campus and
has recentily made arrangements to include Lstings in the program.
The program offers any student at
Hastings an opportunity to attend many
theatrical productions and concerts in
San Francisco. The program functions
on a first-come, first-served basis. Announcements are posted on the ushering
bulletin board in the foyer detailing
information pertaining to (late, performance, place and dress. Those that sign
up must accept the responsibility of appearing on time at the designated place.
Failure to so appear or improper demeanor jeopardizes the entire program.
The program in the past has offered
an opportunity to see the Bolshoi Ballet,
"Camelot," "Carnival ," "Oliver,"' "How
To Succeedc in Business Without Really
Trying," plus many concerts.
Marrie d students par ticularly capitalize
on the program, although unmarried students may participate.

LEGAL AID CLINIC
(Continued from page 1)
open to expansion into ot h-er areas
deemed appropriate by the director.
For the first time at Hastings, the
Legal Aid Clinic wvill be offered as a
two-unit elective du r i n g the 1963-64
school year. The student is required to
spend five (5) afternoons at each of
the above named offices in addition to
which he must attend one hour of lecture
each week during the semester. Due to
the specializeld nature of the program,
enrollment will be limited to 20 students
each semester and is open only to students wvith a cumulative average of 74
or better.
The Legal Aid Clinic is under the
directorship of its founder Professor John
S. Bradway who is assisted by a student
committee.

Building Use Caveats
ADVICE ...

OIN ADVICE

STARTING law school is like getting married; everyone has some advice
on how to make a go of it. No matter how good the advice is though,
there is nothing that will replace trying things out for yourself. Before
the first week has ended in hopeless confusion a first-year law student
will have heard fifty different study techniques, even if he talks to
no one, walks in the shadows, and wears a disguise.
The adviser who has the last word on how to stay in law school
will start by saying "the most important thing to remember" or "the
only thing to do is" and then go on to say, "brief every case," never
touched a canned brief or outline," "annotate," "make summaries of
each section of class notes," "attend all lectures," "seminar but with
moderation, (no bull sessions,)" "practice writing old exams," "be
organized," "keep physically fit, morally straight," and on and on,
ad nauseam.
Throughout this maze of advice, one does not have to be overly
bright to catch one little thread of consistency: it's a four-letter word
that wears you out, "work." Surprisingly enough, even though one
must do his own work it's quite enjoyable to most, and I venture
a guess to all that come back for the second round. The advice on
advice offered here spells work; listen up, for that's the last word on
how to stay in law school. Additional advice may be obtained from
other first-year students.
ANNONYMOuS

HASTINGS LAW JOURNAL
The Hastings Law Journal is a quarterly legal periodical devoted to the discussion of current legal problems and
developments. Each issue consists of lead
articles by attorneys, judges, and legal
scholars, student notes and comments,
and book reviews by various members
of the legal profession.
Concerned with the problem of the
rapidly increasing numberbf "traditional"
law reviews, the Journal in 1960 adopted
a new format, in which each issue is
devoted exclusively to a specific topic
of current interest to the California legal
profession. Topics are selected by the
student editors under the direction of

On behalf of members of the Journal
staff, I wish all of you the best of luck
in your 4aw school work.

M. ARMON COOPER
Editor-in-Chief

"Jurimetrics"
Law plus electronic computers equals
the new field of Jurimetries. By using
symbolic logic and probability theory in
programming computers it is possible to
get more precise answers to such questions as:
(1) What are all the relevant citations
of decisions, statutes, law journal articles
and memoranda on the subject?
(2) How credible is the testimony of
some of the witnesses
(3) Should the case be tried with or
without a jury?
Jurimetries is described in the Summer

Issue of "Law and Contemporary Prob-

M. ARMON COOPER
the Advisory Committee, composed of
prominent members of the legal profession in the Bay Area. The reception given
the new approach by California attorneys
has encouraged the Journal to continue
this forward looking policy.
Participation in the two year Journal
program is open to those students who
attain a grade average of 80 per cent
or greater in the first-year work. Eligible
students who elect to do so write a
note or comment in their second year
in lieu of the Moot Court requirement.
Their work continues into the third year,
where they perform editorial functions
as members of the Editorial Board, or
write an additional note or comment as
members of the Staff. T h e Editorial
Board is selected each year by the members of the outgoing Board.
Law review experience is an important
and invaluable part of one's legal education. The difficult and exacting work
is rewarded by increased scholarship and
heightened status in the eyes of prospective employers. Those who wish to
take full advantage of the facilities available at Hastings for the development of
professional skills will not pass up the
challenging opportunity offered by the
Journal program.

lems," a Duke University Law School
quarterly. By Lee Loevinger, who coined
the term 15 years ago.
Mr. Loevinger, now a Federal Communications Commissioner, headed the
antitrust division of the Justice department. He introduced computers to the
complex problems of enforcing antitrust
laws.
The computer's greatest advantage is
the speed and thoroughness with which
it can look up citations. In a recent test
a computer found 177 references to a
given problem, compared with 72 found
by the usual methods, in only a minute
fraction of the time needed by the researchers. However, the men found two
citations that the computer missed.
Barry A. Mierbach '65

LIBRARY - Located on the third
floor, the library is available to all students during the posted hours. The schedule is subject to change as examination
time draws near. While most books in the
library are for use only in the reading
rooms, there are some books which may
be checked out overnight, to be returneI
before class the following morning. Failure to r et u r n these overnight books
promptly will result in a fine and possibly other forms of inhuman torture. If
any que stions arise as to the propriety
of a certain course of action as regards
use of the library remember to "see Mr.
Moore, to be sure!"
SUTRO ROOM - On the third floor
is the Sutro Room, which is for recreational reading and reflection. Don't get
caught studying, sleeping, seminaring, or
eating in this sacrosanct area. If caught,
you can expect to be summarily drummed
from the third floor; and you may be
sentenced to some form of exile, possibly
to the mezzaine floor where the rack and
thumbscrews are located. In all seriousness, don't abuse the recreational privileges of the Sutro Room - it may spoil
things for the other students who have
followed the rules of the game.
STUDY ROOMS - There are several
study rooms in the College building. In
the library are two large reading roomsthe main Charles W. Slack Room and
the Daylight Reading Room. Elsewhere,
room 10 has been set aside as a Seminar
Room for student discussion groups and
is available to those students who arrive
first.
TY PING ROOM - Room 11 has been
equipped for those students who wish to
type. Lockers are provided for storage
of typewriters, but the students must
supply their own locks and should provide the Building Manager, "Windy"
Anderson, a means of access in the form
of a duplicate key or copy of the combination.
STUDENT LOUNGE - In the bowels
of the building can be found the Student
Lounge, exclusively for the use of the
Hastings students. The plush appointments of this area are probably only excelled by those of the Pacific Union Club
of Nob Hill. Perfectly attuned to the
latest developments in this world of automation, wve have eliminated the colorfuml
red-vested gentlemen who used to cater
to our every whim and have replaced
them with silent robots who now dispense
our favorite beverages (limited now to
those potions rich in caffein, calcium, or
carbonation)I w it h flawless accuracy,
measurement and spe'ed. Non-legal reading material is in abundance, although
most Hastings students prefer to digest
the erudite contents of the latest issues
of the Hastings Law Journal or to bring
themselves up to elate by memorizing the
latest Advance Sheets.

LAW BOOKS
GILBERT LAW SUMMARIES

CASEBOOKS

HORNBOOKS

SUPPLIES

HARRY B. LAKE

KENNETH W. LAKE

138 McALLISTER STREET * SAN FRANCISCO
UN 3-2900
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THURSTON SOCIETY
In 1948, the Thurston Society was
founded at Hastings College of the Law
as a legal scholarship society, commemorating the distinguished service of Professor Edward S. Thurston, a member of
the Hastings Faculty from July 1, 1943,
until his death on Frebruary 10, 1948.
The purpose of the Society is to "activelv further the principles of scholarship in the study and practice of the
law, to which Edward S. Thurston devoted his life."
Election to membership is restricted
as follows: Members of the Second-Year
Class who, by virtue of their first-year
record, have attained the upper 5 per
cent of the students in their class who
have successfully completed the work
of the first year; members of the Third
and Fourth-Year Classes in the upper
10 per cent; and graduating students
who are within the upper 10 per cent
on the basis of their combined record
in all prior years. No student is eligible
for membership whose cumulative average grade is less than 78 per cent at the
time of his election.
The primary function of the Thurston
Society is to assist first-year students
in preparing for classroom participation
and examinations. This purpose is realized primarily through a series of sem-

Hastings Law Forum
A major law school is not complete
without some form of visiting lecturer's
program. At present the task of formulating this lecture series has been delegated b the Hastings Law School Student
Council to Carl Fernandes, a third year
student. As Chairman, Fernandes, appointed
Elting, third year, and
Jack Kelly, second year, to assist him.
It is the policy of the Forum to
invite lawyers and other academic experts to present their views on subjects
of interest in the School. Faculty members are also invited to speak and share
their peculiar areas of interest.
The Law Forum's programs for '63-'64
will be offered during free class hours,
both morning and afternoon, and are
open to all students who wish to attend.
The purpose of the Forum is to
broaden the law student's perspective.
Frequently the daily routine of class
preparation and review leaves no time
for disinterested academic thought or
analysis of legal career objectives. The
Forum, it is hoped, will fill this gap.
A tentativ'e listing of speakers for the
forthcoming year includes such notables
of the bar, as B. E. Witkin: Robert
Cartwright of Shirley, Sarovan, Cartwright and Peterson: Robert Lanctot of
Shearer, Lanctot and Thomas; and, Marshall Leahy, General Counsel of the Noand Mexico City have also been invited.
Invitations to United States Supreme
Court Justices have been extended.
In addition, certain political and minority group leaders have indicated their
willingness to speak. Academic leaders
of Stanford, the University of California,
and Mexico iCty have also been invited.
An innovation in the Forum program
will be the "Professional Series." This will
consist of panel discussions and individual presentations. They will be led by
senior partners in trial firms, firms doing
primarily corporate work. general practice
firms, or state and local government
agencies requiring legal counsel.
If any student has a particular speaker
in mind that he feels would offer something of interest to the student body,
he may contact one of the Forum members at the student body office.
7ictor

imars given throughout the school year.
The members of the first-year class will
be divided alphabetically into small seminar groups, each group being headed
by a Thurston member. During the year,
the students will have the opportunity
to meet with their Thurston Counsellor
and discuss any problems which may
arise in the course of their study.
In the meetings conducted by the
Thurston Society, emphasis is placed on
preparing the student in the techniques
of recitation and examination, and not
on the law itself.
While attendance at these meetings is
strictly voluntary, the beneficial aspects
of these seminars are attested to by the
constantly excellent turnout of the FirstYear Class. The Society has been historically successful in the futherance of
its primary objectives, and serious and
interested participation by the beneficiaries of this assistance will insure continued success of this p r o g r a m at
Hastings.
ALFEED CONTARINO
President, Thurston Society
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APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
ALTA PROPERTIES

TYPEWRITERS
* Sold
* Rented
* Repaired
Easy Payments

No Fee
Children Welcome
2 & 3 ROOM APARTMENTS
$75 to $100
Others from $100 to $200
Join your fellow students in your
home away from home

H.D.C. NEWS
The Hastings Democratic Club would
like to welcome all interested First Year
students to its first meeting. The time
and location of the first meeting will
be posted on the bulletin boards in the
near future.
H.D.C. is an active club composed
of students interested in the ideals of
the California Democratic Party, and
more so, the basic rights of individuals.
H.D.C. is affiliated with the California
Democratic Council. The main purpose
of the club is to give students an opportunity to put their ideals to work, by
means of projects and workshops, along
with presenting qualified speakers on
various subjects. The range of speakers
las year went from Senatorial Candidate
Richard Richards to Professor J. Warren
Madden.
While the club actively solicits membership in the First Year Class, it should
be stressed that books are paramount
and thus business meetings are kept to
a bare minimum. In accord with the
desire to have successful members, H.D.C.
offers a $50 scholarship every year to
the member with the highest average
for the year. This year's winner is Alfred
Contarino with a year's average of 87.9.
Mr. Contarino not only has the top
average in the club but also is the top
third year student at Hastiings.
One of Hasting's distinguished graduates serves as Honorary President of the
club, U.S. Senator Clair Engle. Senator
Engle will be one of the speakers for
the club this coming year.
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THE FRIENDLY LAW BOOK STORE . ..
Just a hop, skip and jump from Hastings...
Invites you to come in and SAVE MONEY!
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NEW AND USED CASE BOOKS ...
Hornbooks and texts, plus briefing paper and
stationery.

LAWYERS BOOK EXCHANGE, INC.
220 McAllister Street * HE 1-8511 * San Francisco 2

SPECIAL STUDENT OFFER
Witkin's:

CALIFORNIA CRIMES and CALIFORNIA
CRIMINAL PROCEDURE
3 Volumes. A new and modern treatise on California substantive and procedural law of crimes.

SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW
4 Volumes. The major subjects of the substantive law critically examined and
concisely stated.

CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE
3 Volumes. A comprehensive treatment of procedure and practice.

CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE
1 Volume. The trial lawyer's long-awaited and widely-used manual.

ORDER
NOW

1.
2.

At special student terms
Receive future supplements free while attending law school

BENDER-MOSS COMPANY. 315 Brannan Street, Son Francisco 7. California
Please send me:
] Witkin's CALIFORNIA CRIMES and
CALIFORNIA CRIMINAL PROCEDURE, 3 vols.
j Witkin's SUMMARY OF CALIFORNIA LAW, 4 vols.
l Witkin's CALIFORNIA PROCEDURE, 3 vols.
] Witkin's CALIFORNIA EVIDENCE, 1 vol.Special STUDENT TERMS:
Any one or two sets - $10.01and $5.00 a month.

LII

Any three or four sets -

$10.10 down and $7.50 a month.

Cash price on orders of $50.00 or r-re:

E-1Check

enclosed less 6%, plus 4j, sales tax on net amount.

Supplements to be provided at no charge while attending law school
Name
Address
City, State
I am presently a

CARL FERNANDES

L
A

LEEMAN'S

. year student at the following law school

$79.50
$96.00
$75.00
$25.00

plus
plus
plus
plus

tax
tax
tax
tax

